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SUMMARY

Ⅰ. Project Title

The Development of Uranium Foil Fabrication Technology utilizing

Twin Roll Method for Mo-99 Irradiation Target

Ⅱ. Objective and Importance of Project

Around 2000 a U foil fabrication technology using roll-casting method was

developed in KAERI and then the related patents were filed internationally. The

preliminerily produced U foils were distributed to various countries, which were

USA, Chile, Romania, Poland, Indonesia, and Libya, in conjunction with the CRP

of the IAEA.

USA and Chile evaluated the KAERI U foils to be difficult in using for the

fission Mo target due to the inhomogeneity of the U foil thickness. In order to

improve the thickness inhomogeneity of the KAERI foils a cold roll work was

done in Chile and then it was reported that a good improvement on the

thickness homogeneity was obtained. ANL in USA carried out a rolling work on

KAERI foils and reported that some progress in improving the thickness

homogeneity was obtained. However, some drawbacks of the formation of

preferred orientation structure and pinholes were pointed out. These kinds of

things were issued in the Mo-99 Workshop held in Sydney, 2007.

KAERI launched a R&D project for improving the homogeneity quality of foil

as well as the uranium yield in foil production. The concepts on improving the

quality were a stabilization of the melt with eddy-flowing in the feeding stage

from changing melt-pouring under pressure to melt-pouring by gravity force. In

addition, the previous process using the highly-costed quartz crucible was

replaced with the conventional process using repeatedly usable graphite crucible.

When U foil is formed and maintains at high temperature a rolling work using

the side roll was done to eliminate the irregularity of the open side surface of

the foil. In order to collect the quickly forming-out foil without any damage on

foils automatic winding system for foil was designed and adopted to this new

system.
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Ⅲ. Scope and Contents of Project

In the previous project conducted around 2000 the foil was evaluated to be

too inhomogeneous to use the fission Mo target. In this R&D project the main

purpose of new designed equipment is to improve the homogeneity of uranium

foil. The irregularity on the open space side surface of the foil was presumed to

be caused by the eddy flow of the feeding melt. As a remedy for the

irregularity on the surface the melt pressure at feeding was adjusted to be lower

by mitigating the eddy flow of the melt. The system of the equipment was

designed the formed foil to be roll-worked for smoothening the rough surface

while it maintains hot.

Previously a quartz crucible was used for the roll-casting equipment. There

was a slot for feeding the melt at the bottom tip of the quartz crucible. The

melt should hold by the surface of the melt of the slot. Sometimes unidentified

vibration caused a problem of flowing down the holding melt. Because LEU is

very expensive, such an unexpected flowing-down of melt could result in a big

damage. So a common method in controling the melt pouring, which is

plugging, was adopted in new equipment to eliminate the above leaking

problem.

The uranium foil is formed very rapidly with the same speed of the roll tip.

Previously the rapidly out-coming foils run through tunnel and then were

collected in the larger spaced chamber. The foils were irregularly placed with

rumpling. When the foil was tried to take, a work of smoothing-out wa needed.

In this R&D project a automatic winding machine for collecting the rapidly

out-coming foil was specially designed and adopted to this equipment.

The new equipment was manufactured by Jeong-Min Co. in Seoul, which is

specialized in vacuum equipment field. The induction heating system was

manufactured by Dong-yang Co. The vacuum system was prepared by

purchasing a vacuum pump, which was designed for using in semi-conductor

industry. In this system there is an advantage of over-flowing some vacuum

lubricant oil from the vacuum pump to foil fabrication chamber.

After finishing the roll casting foil fabrication equipment a test run for that
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was carried out using Cu material instead of uranium as surrogate material and

some modifications were done. The melt-feeding point was changed from the

left side from the top point of casting roll to the right side. The

knife-separating system for the foil from the attached casting roll-surface was

improved. A cooling pad was installed to cool the heated casting roll surface by

the hot tundish bottom tip at the right side open space with attaching the

surface of casting-roll.

After modifying the equipment it was transferred to KAERI. Some test run

was conducted using depleted uranium metal as surrogate material. The

preliminarily fabricated foils were evaluated for foil quality such as thickness

homogeneity as well as yield.

Ⅳ. Result of Project

A Cu foil was successfully fabricated and measured the thickness, width,

and length to be 200～400㎛, 55～65 mm, and 15 m, respectively. Some

irregularity was observed at the open space side surface of the foil. It is

considered a little improvement on the foil surface homogeneity.

Through modifications for the equipment DU foils were successfully fabricated.

The length of the preliminarily fabricated DU foils was longer than 10 m. The

thicknesses of DU foils were measured to be 140-300 ㎛, which meets to the

specification requested by ANL in USA.

The DU foils were very smooth without rumpling because of collected by

auto-collection system of winding. It is considered that the yield of foil

increased because the possibility of melt loss by leaking could be excluded. The

fabrication cost would be very much decreased from repeatedly use of graphite

crucible.

Ⅴ. Proposal for Applications

Through this project the application possibility of KAERI's invented

technology is strengthened. The positive aspect for this technology is very

productive and cost-effective because the much costed quartz crucuble system
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was replaced with repeatedly usable graphite crucible system and the possibility

of melt leak from open nozzle could be excluded. Recently the DOE-NNSA in

USA is pursuing a program of qualification for various fission Mo target in

order to convert HEU to LEU as far as early. A continuous support is needed

for U foil developed by KAERI to involve in the qualification test of various

fission targets.
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